Solution Brief

eCommunications Surveillance
Reduce risk and protect brand value

Attivio’s solution for eCommunications
Surveillance uniquely enables financial
organizations to dramatically reduce
reputational risk and protect brand
value. With holistic surveillance that connects to the
eCommunications data and content that organizations are
required to monitor, Attivio proactively surfaces concise
and accurate information that enables compliance.

PROACTIVE MONITORING
Failure to effectively monitor eCommunications exposes financial
organizations to a tremendous amount of risk. Whether the
risk is driven by the dissemination of sensitive information,
inappropriate employee behavior, or a violation of regulatory
policies, it’s imperative that firms confidently mitigate these risks
so they can protect brand value.

Attivio’s solution for
eCommunications Surveillance:

THE ATTIVIO
DIFFERENCE
• Immediate Visibility
Into All Information

Instantly connects you to any
information to transparently
understand your business

• Universal Contextual
Enrichment

Automatically discovers
all relationships in your
information so you can act
upon true insight

• Agile Enterprise Platform
Seamlessly extends any
application while enforcing
rigorous standards for
performance, security
and usability

• Enables holistic surveillance of your
eCommunications that can quickly
onboard new sources of content,

• Reduces regulatory fines and penalties by proactively
monitoring multiple sources of eCommunications data,

• Increases compliance analyst productivity by

focusing effort on high-risk individuals, eCommunications,
and trades,

• Reduces false positive alerts through a broad range

of capabilities, including multi-variable risk modeling and rule
effectiveness testing.
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How Attivio Drives Value For You
Achieve Global Impact

Act with Certainty

Protect brand value and accelerate the
delivery of a universal compliance program

Ensure regulatory compliance and increase
audit responsiveness

Transform Productivity

Crush Your Deadline

Increase compliance analyst productivity
by reducing false positives and enabling
targeted, intelligent monitoring

Drive technology innovation and accelerate
time to effectiveness for new members of
the compliance team

Financial services applications are challenging precisely because they demand high-performance
access to data and documents. Attivio routinely meets that challenge – providing immediate
visibility into all information, enriching its context, and adding agility and dexterity to the data
in your solution deployment.

ABOUT ATTIVIO
The Attivio platform makes information meaningful,
accessible and actionable in ways that used to be
impossible. It seamlessly integrates with existing
environments, delivering immediate visibility into all
information. Robust enrichment capabilities enable
users to act with certainty, improve productivity and
achieve global impact.

SEE WHAT
ATTIVIO CAN
DO FOR YOU
To learn more about how Attivio
helps financial services firms put
their data to work, please visit us
online at www.attivio.com.
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